Introduction
Some courses in the Bachelor’s Economics and Business Economics and Economie en Bedrijfseconomie have got a different name, although the content of the courses did not change. Below you will find the name changes:

- Wiskunde changed into Wiskunde voor Economie
- Behavioural Finance changed into Behavioural and Experimental Finance
- Behavioural Economics changed into Behavioural and Experimental Economics

Also, the Bachelor’s thesis in all specialisations will have the same course code as of 2019-2020. Finally, there will be some changes in the content of both specialisation International Economics & Business and the specialisation International Economics & Policy. Below you will find the change in the 2 specific specialisations and what these changes would mean to you.

Bachelor’s specialisation International Economics & Business
In the academic year 2019-2020 the mandatory course ‘International Management’ in the second year will be replaced by the course ‘Network Economics’. The course ‘International Management’ will become a bounded elective -instead of Network Economics- in the third year. Students who started their programme before 2019-2020 can finish their initial programme.

Should you have any questions about this transitional arrangement or your study programme please contact your studyadvisor.

Bachelor’s specialisation International Economics & Policy
As of academic year 2019-2020 the course ‘Government & Policy’ will not be offered anymore. So, there is no bounded elective and students have to take ‘Markets & Strategy’ as of 2019-2020. Students who started their programme before 2019-2020 can finish their initial programme.

Should you have any questions about this transitional arrangement or your study programme please contact your studyadvisor.